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I  
THE PROBLEM OF ACCOUNTING UNIFORMITY IN AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

Seen internationally, the desire to achieve greater uniformity in accounting has been with us for a long time. In the early 1920s, the German Professor Eugen Schmalenbach was frustrated again and again by the failure of his own efforts and those of his students to compare meaningfully the financial data made available by different companies. This led to concentrated research on the problem and resulted in the publication of a book by Schmalenbach entitled *The Model Chart of Accounts.*¹ With this book Schmalenbach laid the foundation for all subsequent developments in uniform accounting in Germany. It also became the basis for corresponding efforts in other European countries.² Thus Schmalenbach is without doubt the intellectual father of organized thought on behalf of uniform accounting.

Prior to these German academic endeavors, many procedural schemes had come into existence with the purpose of unifying and standardizing bookkeeping methods. Trade associations and industrial branch groups spearheaded this activity. For example, a uniform accounting system was developed by the British Federation of Master Printers and put into satisfactory operation by 1919.³ In the United States, the American Water Works Association compiled a uniform chart of accounts in 1910 and urged its use by its members.⁴ Other similar references abound. Lengyel quotes a 1930 resolution adopted at the sixteenth annual meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States:

In order that industrial development may proceed along sound lines, and be in the public interest, each field of manufacturing should have knowledge of the true costs of production and distribution, based upon uniform cost accounting, and should collect and distribute to its members and the public, through its trade
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*B.S. 1956, M.B.A. 1957, Ph.D. 1962, University of California at Berkeley. Associate Professor, Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Washington; Chairman, Committee on International Accounting, American Accounting Association. Author, *ACCOUNTING PRACTICES IN ... THE NETHERLANDS* (1962); *SWEDEN* (1962); *ARGENTINA* (1963); *WEST GERMANY* (1964). Contributor to accounting and business periodicals in the United States and abroad.

¹ Eugen Schmalenbach, *Der Kontenrahmen* (1927).


⁴ Cited by Professor Karl Käfer during a lecture as part of the Seminar in International Accounting, University of Illinois, May 9, 1964.
association, reliable data as to orders, shipments, inventories and other facts essential for an understanding of the situation in the industry.\(^6\)

This abbreviated sketch of the origins of uniform accounting should suffice to indicate that we are concerned with a topic whose (1) dimensions have an international character, (2) manifestations reach back for more than half a century, and (3) implications transcend the technical boundaries of accounting and reach, among others, economic and institutional considerations.

A. Terminology

Adequate understanding of the propositions to be discussed in this paper requires clarification of several terms employed here. Foremost is the distinction made between a uniform chart of accounts and a uniform plan of accounting. A uniform chart of accounts is a classification device. It assigns classes and subclasses to account categories and provides general guidelines on how appropriate account classification is to be achieved for each account appearing in a given system of accounts. Normally, an alphabetic or a numeric code is used to identify an account class or subclass. This will be illustrated in section C below. Charts of accounts promulgated by trade associations often fit the definition assigned here to this term.

A uniform plan of accounting stipulates procedures relevant to a complete process of accounting, *i.e.*, the initial recording of transactions to be accounted for, the classification and summarization of these transactions, and finally the reporting of accounting data to users of financial information. Thus, for example, a uniform plan of accounting generally includes model or standard financial statement forms to be used in the reporting function. Also, a uniform plan of accounting necessarily includes a uniform chart of accounts. The former is significantly more inclusive than the latter. Accounting requirements imposed by regulatory commissions upon the American railroad and utilities industries are broadly uniform plans of accounting in terms of the definition given. The French *Plan Comptable Général* is decidedly a uniform plan of accounting.

Second, both uniform charts of accounts and uniform plans of accounting may be either national or sectional. If they are national, they are general enough in scope to permit adaptation to all economic units in a given country without loss of salient features. In other words, their basic schemes are wide enough to allow for use in all branches of industry, from heavy manufacturing and extracting to retail and service business. Similarly, they have the facility to encompass small firms as well as giant industrial concerns. The national uniform charts of accounts developed for Austria, Germany, and Switzerland fit this description.

Sectional uniform charts or plans, on the other hand, are geared to a specific

industry. They are developed with the particular industry in mind and provide for economic, organizational, and other peculiarities characteristic of the industry. A good example of a sectional uniform chart of accounts in actual use is the Swedish "M Chart," which is employed by members of the Swedish Association of Metalworking Industries.

Finally, a comprehensive distinction is made between any of the terms defined heretofore and the term "uniform accounting." Uniform accounting means the uniform treatment of all accounting methods, procedures, and concepts. It includes standardization of valuation applicable to accounting and specified treatment of accountable events like business combinations, inceptions of private pension plans, or receipt of governmental subsidies or tax concessions. The uniform plans of accounting enforced for American railroad companies allow for some flexibility of treatment of certain few events and transactions. Hence they still fall within the definition of a "plan." The French Plan, by contrast, is rigid throughout. It constitutes nothing less than "uniform accounting."

B. Relative Emphasis on Uniformity

In the United States, the concern over greater uniformity in accounting in general dates from the period following World War II. Scattered earlier admonitions, like the World War I bulletin of the Federal Reserve Board entitled "Approved Methods for the Preparation of Balance Sheet Statements" (1917), dealt only with partial aspects of accounting. Uniform charts and plans of accounting became mandatory in the regulated industries, but this again affected only certain segments of accounting activity. By and large, the main thrust of accounting uniformity endeavors remained within the confines of cost accounting. Industry branches and trade associations have engaged in a wide variety of efforts directed toward more effective and more uniform accounting methods among their respective members—but predominantly in the area of cost or manufacturing accounting. Moreover, these efforts have occurred independently of each other. For example, the pertinent publications of the American Petroleum Institute are only distant cousins of those of the American Hotel Association.

Comparable developments in the United Kingdom are closely analogous. Quite a number of British business associations and federations have issued accounting guidelines to their members—with the bulk of these dealing with cost accounting matters only.

Continental European countries have placed their emphasis differently. Their efforts with accounting uniformity have been directed all along to accounting as a whole, including financial as well as manufacturing accounts. If either was treated alone, financial accounts usually received attention first. It is a distinguishing mark
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6 Lengyel, supra note 5, at 138.
of Continental uniform charts of accounts and plans of accounting that they incorporate close coordination between financial and manufacturing accounts. This coordination is a matter of pride with individual Continental authors on the subject, and the degree of closeness of this coordination is the principal differentiating feature between the respective thought properties of individual Continental countries.

The difference in emphasis accorded accounting uniformity between the Anglo-Saxon countries and the Continental European countries is responsible for considerable misunderstanding on both sides. The Americans and the British are unable to understand Continental excitement over matters that seem secondary and largely methodological in Anglo-Saxon terms of reference. On the other hand, Continental accountants are perplexed at the "newly found" uniformity issue in the United States.

C. An Example: The *Plan Comptable Général*

The latest official version of the French *Plan* is the 1957 revision. While its evolution is described in some detail below, the present objective is to provide a cursory overview of the French uniform accounting system.

The *Plan* is virtually a codified handbook of accounting. It establishes a uniform chart of accounts, which is probably of interest to readers and is therefore shown as table one below. The *Plan* also provides standard financial statement forms and classification. In its text it lays down the fundamentals of recording transactions and movements between accounts. Moreover, it spells out valuation and reporting procedures. Thus it is a comprehensive, integrated system of accounting methods and procedures, *i.e.*, "principles."

Regarding accounting valuation, the *Plan* follows historical cost rules. For example, it requires valuation of inventories at weighted average cost ("prix de revient moyen pondéré") subject to the universally used lower of cost or market limitation. Certain price level adjustments are possible for inventories of raw materials.

Price level adjustments of fixed assets are no longer permitted in France, although substantial adjustments were possible before the January 1, 1951, cut-off date. Reserves created by asset revaluations appear as Account 118 in the *Plan*.

Depreciation is another topic which the *Plan* treats at length. Principal French depreciation rules are as follows: (1) an asset can be depreciated only by its legal owner; (2) depreciation must be taken regardless of the current period's operating results; (3) if depreciable assets are self-constructed, they must be completed before depreciation can be commenced; (4) aggregate depreciation can never exceed total purchase or construction costs (actual or price-level adjusted), and (5) depreciation
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*C Conseil National de la Comptabilité, Plan Comptable Général* (1960).

*See pp. 865-66 infra.*
# The French Uniform Chart of Accounts

## (Plan Comptable Général)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P+L Accounts</th>
<th>Operating Accounts</th>
<th>Group 7</th>
<th>Group 6</th>
<th>Group 5</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Purchases</td>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Results of Operations</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Wages and Salaries</td>
<td>Operating Subsidiaries Received</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Pern. Taxes, and Customs Duties</td>
<td>Proceeds from Scrap Sales</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Sales Discounts</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Freight, Transport, and Insurance Expenses</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>General Operating Expenses</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Interest Expense</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Depreciation, Amortization, and Other Non-operating Expenses</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Operating Subsidiaries Received</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Proceeds from Scrap Sales</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Sales Discounts</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

- Act. No. 11 includes paid-in capital in excess of par, statutory reserves, and price-level adjustment reserves.
- Act. No. 12 includes premiums made through P+L for contingencies, employees' pension plans, and similar expenses.
- Act. No. 13 includes the reciprocal accounts in branch accounting.
- Act. No. 21 reflects the value of assets destroyed during wars (where restorations or repatriations are expected).
- Act. No. 22 controls interest must be provided.
- Act. No. 23 includes investments not eligible for Account No. 20.
- Act. No. 24 excludes income and profit taxes.
- Act. No. 25 refers to costs relating to self-construction of fixed assets.
- Act. No. 26 includes unallocable profit resulting from intercompany inventory transfers.
- Act. No. 27 controls accounts for employees' beyond ordinary expenses.
- Act. No. 28 includes differences between actual and estimated costs (less standard costs if the latter are intended for cost accounting).
- Act. No. 29 refers to costs which should not be charged to jobs or processes (for example, plant, inventory adjustments, etc.).
- Act. No. 30 constitutes parts of Accounts No. 60 and 67, and is used in special managerial analyses.
should follow “approved rates.” Various industry groups have established “approved” depreciation rate schedules for their respective industries.

These few examples give some flavor of the uniformity of the Plan. In the inventory case, it straightforwardly permits only one inventory method. This is a manifestation of uniform accounting.

To accommodate the recording and reporting functions of accounting, the Plan installs a uniform chart of accounts based on the decimal system. There are ten groups of accounts, and each group has ten main accounts. Two-digit account numbers identify every main account, and this coding system applies to everyone using the Plan. For instance, construction in progress has account number twenty-three. So any firm in France which has construction in progress and uses the Plan will account for this item in account number twenty-three. Subsidiary accounts add a third digit to the decimal numbering code, sub-subsidiary accounts a fourth digit, and so on. The following example illustrates the numbering process:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acct. No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Provision for amortization, depreciation, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681</td>
<td>Amortization provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6811</td>
<td>Amortization of fixed assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68112</td>
<td>Amortization of buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681123</td>
<td>Amortization of administrative buildings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table one gives the full chart of accounts underlying the Plan.

D. Scope of the Problem

The scope of the problem of greater accounting uniformity as it exists in the United States is discussed at some length by the authors of the other articles in this symposium. It is intended here to add some thoughts on its international dimension.

In many respects accounting is similar from country to country. Double-entry bookkeeping is in worldwide use, and nearly every set of systematic accounts is capable of producing periodic financial statements. Yet in several important respects accounting methods and concepts are not alike between countries. The LIFO method of inventory valuation is not accepted outside the United States, while Swedish practices allow substantial inventory reserves. Stock distributions are accounted for differently in different countries, and the United States distinction between poolings-of-interests and purchases in business combination makes little sense to accountants and businessmen abroad. More importantly, replacement-cost valuation is accepted in the Netherlands but not elsewhere, and price index adjust-
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9 Conseil National de la Comptabilité, Plan Comptable Général 95-98 (1960).
10 Berry, Uniform Accounting in France, The Accountant, Feb. 26, 1949, p. 157, at 159. (Fixed assets are “amortized” in France; accounts receivable and inventories “depreciate,” i.e., become uncollectible or lose sales value, respectively.)
ments are practiced in a number of countries but not in others. Accounting should be the international language of business, but it is more a Tower of Babel. It is as nationalistic in its development and practice as atomic know-how or the competition among flag-carrying airlines.

The sharply increasing importance of international finance, international business investments, and international trade makes it imperative that greater international uniformity in accounting be given serious attention. Uniform international standards of accounting seem utopian at the present time. But this is not to say that a start toward such an eventual goal should not now be made. A beginning as modest as a universal distinction between current and long-term items in balance sheets would be a start in the right direction.

Investors in one country are purchasing securities of corporations incorporated in another country. Several billion dollars worth of foreign securities are listed on the New York Stock Exchange alone. The shares of many American corporations are listed or traded on major European stock exchanges. It would surely help to have the financial reports of the respective corporations readily understood internationally.

The flow of direct international business investments has affected many of the larger corporations in a host of countries. To make these investments rationally, to control them, and to compare them with other enterprises in the country of location would be facilitated if the diversity of accounting data among countries could be reduced.

Then there are the truly international corporations—companies owned and controlled in two or more nations and engaged in day-to-day business activities in as many as sixty and eighty different countries. Their operations somehow must be so reported in accounting terms that the international whole of the enterprise is clearly apparent.

It seems that accounting uniformity clearly has an international dimension. Problems on a national scale are a measure of parallel international problems. However, it does not necessarily follow that all national difficulties must be solved before attention is given to international complexities.

II

Three Approaches to the Search for Accounting Uniformity

Analysis of the international frame of reference concerning uniformity in accounting yields the observation that in general three different approaches to the problem can be distinguished. Lines of separation between these approaches are not clear-cut. However, the basic concepts underlying each approach are sufficiently different to make the distinctions meaningful.

Actual experiences with uniformity suggest that sometimes a combination of
different approaches is employed to produce the desired result. This will become evident from the material contained in section III of this article. Despite com-mingling of conceptual building blocks in some actual cases, there is usually dominance by only one of the separate approaches set forth immediately below.

A. The Business Approach

The business approach to uniformity is oriented specifically to particular users of accounting data. It takes full account of the business characteristics and the business environment under which the data are collected, processed, and communicated. It is a pragmatic approach that relies heavily on convention. It loosely resembles the mechanism currently used in the United States to establish “generally accepted accounting principles,” although its range of application is normally narrower than a complete national system of financial accounting. The approach is employed most frequently in the design of sectional uniform charts of accounts, i.e., in the service of a branch of industry or trade.

The logical starting point for a business-approach-based uniformity effort is a comprehensive survey of accounting procedures employed by the accounting entities to be served by the uniformity scheme. Nature of transactions, relative frequency of transactions, and timing and measurement difficulties of transactions all are important parameters to which such a survey is likely to pay attention. Parallel inquiry is made into what the users of accounting reports require for their purposes and what relative weights must be attached to individual account or control figures. This gives the approach its pragmatic flavor.

After the survey steps, inductive reasoning is used to evolve an accounting system structure constrained by the more important transaction characteristics and the relative weights assigned to bits of accounting information important to the users of the information. This leads to the design of a uniform chart of accounts and could possibly be expanded to a uniform plan of accounting. The latter might prove difficult if substantial diversity of transaction character or user purposes exists.

A business approach underlies the development of the Swedish M-Chart already referred to. The classification of the M-Chart is given in table two.11 It should be remembered that the M-Chart specifically serves companies of the Swedish metal-working industry.

In the M-Chart, financial accounts and cost accounts are clearly separated. The nature of the application of the chart dictates the relative emphasis on cost accounts. Also, there is a separation between debit and credit account classes (induced from an analysis of the nature of typical transactions). Only account classes 0 and 9 permit mixed entries—usually from period closings of the books of account. Error corrections fall outside the strict debit/credit dichotomy.

11 C. E. Lindh, Brief Commentary to the Standard Chart of Accounts of the Swedish Association of Metalworking Industries 3 (1962).
The M-Chart has several features that illustrate the business approach on which it is based. Space limitations allow brief discussion of only a few of these features.

Account classes 3 and 4 as well as 5 and 6 are really just the separation of debit and credit sides, respectively, of the traditional manufacturing accounts—overhead costs and direct manufacturing costs. The separation draws forceful attention to manufacturing cost variances and to changes in the level of work-in-progress inventory. Reconciliation of the respective two sets of accounts becomes the focus of cost accounting activity.

Class 0 includes assets and liabilities plus owner's equity accounts. This class of accounts is normally divided between short-term and long-term accounts. The long-term accounts generally receive entries only at periodic intervals when the books are closed. For example, the plant accounts show only opening balances during an accounting period, and the cost additions to plant are charged to them at the time of closing the accounts. The reason for this is that all expenditures for plant acquisitions and purchases of goods and services are initially recorded in account class 1. Non-operating expenditures like interest and taxes paid are initially recorded in the same account class. Thus account class 1 provides a statistical summary of total expenditures—a figure of considerable operational significance.
Account class 2 receives the credits of all costs entering accounts as debits. For example, wage accruals and raw materials used are entered in this account class, as are additions to accumulated depreciation. In principle, this achieves independence between financial and cost accounts. The separate revenues account class (No. 8) further demonstrates this independence in principle.

Construction of the M-Chart allows a number of flexibilities to potential users. For example, the chart can be used with full costing, standard costing, prime costing, or any other costing procedure. Also, use of the chart is not restricted to any particular system of assets and liabilities valuation.

B. The Economic Approach

The economic approach to accounting uniformity is in essence a macro approach. It has a social order premise because it is fundamentally linked to public policy. Implementation of this approach is normally based on public law and is enforced through public agencies or commissions. Technical accounting considerations are secondary when the economic approach obtains; national policy considerations are uppermost in determining extent and degree of uniformity to be achieved.

One of the bases for the economic approach to uniformity is the central control of industrial economic activity in a given country. This was the case in Nazi Germany between 1937 and 1945. During the mid-1930s Germany began a concentrated productivity drive coupled with rapid rearmament. Whole regrouping of industrial firms was undertaken, and uniform accounting was instituted to provide for the improvement of industrial efficiency and to yield reliable business statistics. Singer quotes from the 1937 decree that made uniform accounting mandatory in Germany:12

The new aims of the German economy call for increased output and efficiency from business undertakings. The fulfilment of this great task requires a thorough knowledge and a close control of all business transactions. Thus a well developed accounting system is a primary factor in the reorganization of industry. The public interest and in particular the aims of the Four-Year Plan demand that the accounting system of all firms should be arranged on uniform principles. Systematic mutual exchange of experience, especially in the form of comparative analysis of companies, will help towards this end.

Thus it is quite clear that national economic goals dictated the 1937 German move to uniform accounting. Prior technical work on uniformity by Schmalenbach and others was largely incidental to this development even though it proved useful. If no preliminary work had been available, the uniformity decree would certainly have been issued anyway. The desired goals were clear—a sufficient condition for the use of the economic approach.

12 Singer, op. cit. supra note 3, at 15.
Another basis for a macro rationale for uniformity derives from central economic planning and the role of economic statistics as tools in such planning. The importance of uniformly prepared accounting data is acute in a central planning function because (1) any plan is only as good as the data on which it is based and (2) there is a high degree of interdependence among firms and among sectors of an economy when all of their respective activities are governed by a master plan. Therefore, a national uniform plan of accounting or complete uniform accounting are prerequisite to effective central planning. This is best illustrated by the case of the Soviet Union. Campbell has demonstrated that accounting is more important in the Soviet economy than it is in Western economies. Of necessity Soviet accounting must be uniform. It is unimportant, for the present purpose, that significant shortcomings plague accounting in the U.S.S.R. and that it is not fully able to furnish the control data expected from it.

Incidentally, I am convinced that French dabbling with some forms of central economic planning is not unrelated to French efforts toward general uniform accounting. Similar relationships are discernible in several of the developing countries around the globe.

A third category of conditions fostering the economic approach to uniformity can be described loosely as government interference with private business. These conditions range over a scale of manifestations and include, among others, government subsidies to firms or groups of firms, government guarantees in such areas as export financing, government credit to selected enterprises, and general or specific policies of price control. The policies giving rise to these conditions cannot be administered fairly unless they can be based on specifically stipulated accounting procedures. If this assertion can be accepted, a case can be made for some uniformity of accounting among the enterprises concerned. Again the French experience with industrial subsidies and accounting prerequisites therefor is a situation in point. Public economic policy served as the vehicle to provide an approach to accounting uniformity. Technical accounting matters had no overriding influence.

Finally, American experience with accounting for regulated industries fits the pattern developed in this subsection. In view of the treatment of this area elsewhere in this symposium, elaboration is considered unnecessary here. But the reader should bear in mind that public policy on a question of a broad economic condition brought about the accounting uniformity now required in the regulated industries. Essentially an economic approach formed the basis for the regulation.

C. The Technical Approach

The technical accounting approach to uniformity development is by and large restricted to the work of academics. This approach is analytical in that it attempts...
to derive uniformity schemes from the basic tenets of double-entry bookkeeping. It is also a general approach because direct attention is paid to specific industry characteristics of accounting transactions or accounting processes. Finally, the broad orientation of this approach is theoretical in nature. For example, it seeks to establish linkages between accounts of the same type so that they can be treated consistently within the over-all framework of a particular scheme.

A logical starting point for the technical approach is a comprehensive flow chart of the generalized accounting process. From this a general uniform chart of accounts is developed, which provides a double-entry structure for the flow process. From there the components of the structure are analyzed for theoretical content and rules or guidelines are devised for interaction between components and sets of components (i.e., accounts and classes of accounts). At this stage certain assumptions can be postulated and their imposition on the previously evolved structure will furnish a total uniform plan of accounting. The assumptions to be made are those familiarly present in general accounting theory—a measure of value for the assignment of monetary amounts to transactions, assumptions as to the expected lifetime of the accounting entity, assumptions about deterministic limits of the reach of the accounting entity, assumptions about the point in production or sales activities when the profit or loss results of these activities should be drawn to account, and so forth. Treatment of a necessary and sufficient amount of assumptions as axioms will yield a system of uniform accounting.

The generality of the technical approach can be illustrated by reference to the fact that it is the conceptual basis of the various national uniform charts of accounts now existing in Europe. Professors of accounting (or business administration or business economics as the case may be) are invariably associated with the development of national uniform charts. Professor Schmalenbach stands out prominently in Germany. Others similarly concerned are Professors K. Käfer in Switzerland, L. L. Illetschko in Austria, and A. ter Vehn in Sweden. Of course, this is not an exhaustive list.

The Schmalenbach chart of accounts for Germany is of interest because it has widely influenced work on uniformity. Its basic elements are listed in table three.¹⁵

Three comments about the Schmalenbach chart will elaborate the technical approach underlying it. First, the account classification by transaction type serves notice that a conceptual difference exists between each of the four broad account categories. It is interesting to note, for example, that the typical present-day American multiple-step type of income statement recognizes this conceptual distinction virtually along the same lines as those set forth in the Schmalenbach chart.

Second, the chart is general in nature. It allegedly will serve any kind of business enterprise in a modern economic society—it is supposed to be adaptable to all

¹⁵Käfer, lecture notes, supra note 4.
TABLE 3
SCHMALENBACH'S UNIFORM CHART OF ACCOUNTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account Class</th>
<th>Transaction Type</th>
<th>Account Nature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Inactive Accounts</td>
<td>Long-term Financial Accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Short-term Financial Accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Active Accounts</td>
<td>Nonoperating Revenue &amp; Expense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Active Accounts</td>
<td>Operating Costs and Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Active Accounts</td>
<td>Materials &amp; Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Active Accounts</td>
<td>Service Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Internal Accounts</td>
<td>Producing Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inventories of Goods Produced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Revenue &amp; Expense</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

forms and sizes of business. It does not favor cost accounting as does the Swedish M-Chart, and by leaving one account classification unused (No. 5), it paves the way for use in very specialized circumstances where some special account category may have to be established. Also, the scheme is laid out in such a fashion that a non-manufacturing enterprise can readily use the chart structure without detriment to its over-all accounting process. Financial and cost accounts have independent relationships within the confines of the chart and could be used mutually exclusively.

Third, the decimal system of the chart was pervasive enough to have influenced nearly all subsequent work on uniform charts (including the examples given in tables one and two). The main logic of the decimal system is twofold. On the one hand it offers a convenient indexing system for accounts and subaccounts. Yet this is mechanical and no longer of consequence in our age of high-speed data processing techniques. More important, on the other hand, is the stratified linkage of accounts which it readily provides. For example, a given raw-material account may carry the index 4211. When this material is used in manufacturing, it may appear in a cost-center account 7211 and carry through to a goods-in-process account 8211. The same is true of many other accounting data flows under the chart system.
Transformations from one account class to another are thus not allowed to obscure the accounting bases of the items in question.

III

Some Examples of Accounting Uniformity

With some perspective of the international dimensions of the uniformity problem and some understanding of the approaches to its conceptual frame of reference, we may now profitably turn to a brief description of some case situations. Space limitations again prevent both a review of all countries in which some uniformity development has occurred and a complete account of the situation in any one country. The references listed at the end of this article contain more complete information on this score.

Germany, France, and Sweden were selected for a closer look because they are representative of three different sets of conditions. Germany moved from an early interest in uniformity matters to complete and largely compulsory uniform accounting under the Nazis, and finally to the present voluntary but fairly widely used sectional uniform system. France officially began her uniformity drive after World War II. Uniform accounting was then required of government-owned enterprises and those firms receiving government subsidies or significant tax concessions. Slowly other firms have been drawn into the uniformity system, and at present France can be described as the country with the strongest commitment to "uniform accounting for all." Sweden is different again. Several sectional uniform charts of accounts exist and are used in Sweden, but a national approach has never gained much ground and does not seem likely in the reasonably near future.

A. Germany

In Germany, as elsewhere, accounting uniformity endeavors began on a sectional basis with uniform charts of cost accounts. The rather rigid organization of German industry into cartels, syndicates, combines, and other collective entities required above all some uniform methods of cost accounting and control. Thus in the period immediately following World War I several German industry groups laid down uniform costing systems for their members. During the same period, financial accounting uniformity was encouraged for tax reasons. In addition to income taxes, German corporations pay capital and sales taxes. Uniform accounting was thought to ease the burden of compliance with the accounting requirements for several different taxes.

The work of Schmalenbach in the late 1920s provided basically two advances, namely the conclusions that (1) a national uniform chart of accounts (instead of a series of sectional charts) was feasible and (2) financial accounts and cost accounts

\footnote{Singer, op. cit. supra note 3, ch. 2.}
could and should be accommodated in the same chart. Ideas for uniform plans of accounting and eventually complete uniform accounting grew out of Schmalenbach’s original work. Also, Schmalenbach gathered an influential school of followers around himself at the University of Cologne so that his ideas soon gained wide currency among several other German universities and their graduates.

Even though Schmalenbach was forced to retire from his university chair under the Nazi regime, his ideas carried on. It has been pointed out already that a 1937 decree made uniform accounting compulsory in Germany. Industry groups were charged with specific implementation of the decree. At that time the German economy was divided into thirty-three industry groups. Singer estimates that by January 1, 1940, uniform accounting was in universal use by all of these groups.1

The same source quotes a German writer on the change-over:

[initial distrust and reluctance to introduce the new system on the part of companies have been replaced by the conviction that here they have at their disposal an effective, indispensable instrument for analysis. The conviction of the necessity and desirability of standardized plans of accounts has penetrated surprisingly quickly.]

After the war—formally with the inception of the government of the German Federal Republic—many of the Nazi period decrees were rescinded. This included the 1937 decree and subsequent modifying decrees on uniform accounting. Therefore, no uniform charts of accounts or plans of accounting are now officially required in Germany. Uniformity has ceased to be a matter of government fiat.

Nevertheless, more than 100 uniform charts of accounts are presently in actual use in Germany. These charts range from simple classifications for individual proprietorships and tradesmen to complex uniform plans of accounting for large industrial enterprises. Explanatory memoranda on accounting procedures and various schedules and auxiliary charts accompany the uniform charts of accounts. Each is issued and elaborated upon by respective trade associations or industrial federations. The nationwide German Federation of Industries is the author of the most comprehensive general uniform plan of accounting. This plan is urged upon those trade and industry groups that do not have a uniform accounting scheme of their own.

It is noteworthy that a bill to reform the German Companies Act was passed after six years of preparatory work by the German Bundestag in May 1965. The new act became effective on January 1, 1966. It has been hailed as one of the most significant pieces of economic legislation in Germany since the war. While the new act provides for several important reforms, including the lifting of the veil behind
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which German companies have had considerable leeway in reporting their profits and a general strengthening of shareholders' positions in the affairs of their companies, it is completely silent on the matter of accounting uniformity.

B. France

Prior to World War II, French attempts to standardize accounting bore little fruit. Some isolated writings on the topic began to appear around the turn of the last century, but they had no impact. In fact, all of French accounting development before 1940 was sporadic and on the whole unsatisfactory.

In 1930 some singular accounting regulations appeared for a few specific professions and types of business. Insurance companies became subject to codified and mandatory accounting regulation in 1938, and model balance sheets and income statements were prescribed for banks in 1942 and 1946.20 This is generally regarded as the beginning of accounting regulation in France.

During the years 1942 to 1944, a System for Rational Organization of Accounts was prepared by the Accounting Committee of the National Committee for French Organization (CNOF). This system is based on double-entry bookkeeping principles and presents series of accounts through interrelated statements. Financial accounts are primary and related cost and budgetary accounts secondary. The primary and the secondary accounts are tied together with a system of contra or reciprocal accounts. This is achieved by the so-called “méthode de réflexion.” French uniform accounting is based on this methodology.

The CNOF Accounting Committee also adopted a standard account classification and a decimal system for numbering accounts. In 1946 a ministerial commission was appointed to inquire further into the possibility of uniform accounting. Leaning heavily on the work of the earlier Committee, the commission presented its Plan Comptable Général in 1947, which found official approval by a decree dated September 14, 1947. Later in 1947 a National Accounting Council (Conseil National de la Comptabilité) was created which brought all previous efforts under its jurisdiction and which has guided French accounting affairs ever since.

The Council made changes in the Plan Comptable Général in both 1950 and 1957. It continually reviews the Plan and is charged with keeping it up to date. The burden of the 1957 change was the allowance of standard costs into the uniform system.

French uniform accounting, officially the Plan Comptable Général, has been mandatory since 1947 in publicly owned enterprises and in firms wherein the State or a public agency owns twenty per cent or more of the outstanding capital stock. Also, uniform accounting is required for firms that have received ten million francs or more of subventions from the State. Furthermore, companies that have revalued

their fixed assets according to government-promulgated price index coefficients are subject to certain accounting rules, account classifications, and valuation techniques specified by the Plan.

The Plan has proven to be a flexible and adaptable instrument so that many French companies have voluntarily adopted it. Loore estimated in 1962 the following percentages of adoption by the total of French companies:21 eighty to ninety per cent of large enterprises, sixty to eighty per cent of medium enterprises, and forty to sixty per cent of small enterprises. This trend toward voluntary acceptance of uniform accounting prompted a December 28, 1959, decree which prescribed, in its article fifty-five, that the Plan will become obligatory for all French firms after a waiting period of five years under terms and conditions to be announced later.22 To the writer's knowledge no further action has been taken to date on the 1959 decree.

Parenthetically, it might be noted that Belgian accountants have high praise for the success of the French Plan.23 Consequently, the Belgian national uniform plan of accounting follows closely the structure and provisions of the French Plan. The Belgian plan was published in December 1961. Details of the Belgian plan and statistics of its rate of acceptance by the Belgian business community are not available at the time of this writing.

C. Sweden

Accounting development in Sweden has generally been influenced by accounting thoughts and activities in other countries. While at present an American influence is felt in Swedish accounting, the German influence was dominant in the period before World War II. Thus it is easily explained that Swedish interest in accounting uniformity became apparent soon after the blossoming of Schmalenbach's ideas in Germany in the late 1920s. The Swedish Professor Albert ter Vehn, whose efforts are largely responsible for the conceptualization of the Swedish M-Chart, was a student of Schmalenbach at the University of Cologne.

Swedish efforts on behalf of greater accounting uniformity are restricted entirely to sectional endeavor, i.e., concerned with industry groups. To the writer's knowledge a national uniform chart of accounts has never been proposed in Sweden.

The first Swedish industry to pursue uniformity in accounting was the metalworking industry. It faced complex accounting procedures due to elaborate production processes. In 1940 the Swedish Association of Metalworking Industries appointed a formal committee to study the matter of uniformity and to make appropriate recommendations. The result was the presentation, in 1945, of an in-
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dustry uniform chart of accounts together with a set of appropriate commentaries. This chart has become known as the M-Chart. Its basic classification was set forth earlier in this article in table two. Success in the use of this chart has led to its widespread adoption by firms in the Swedish metalworking industry.

Since experience with the M-Chart was generally good, other Swedish industry groups have proceeded with accounting uniformity along the same line. Using the M-Chart concept as a base, the Swedish textile industry has developed and is using a T-Chart, the shoe industry an S-Chart, electricity generating plants an E-Chart, and so on.\textsuperscript{24} In this fashion the M-Chart has evolved a guideline standard for sectional uniform charts of accounts in Sweden. Its principles underlie directly and indirectly the accounting procedures used by a large portion of Swedish industry.

The concepts of the M-Chart are also used in a less formal sense in other industrial groups. For example, the chart of accounts used throughout the Scandinavian Airlines System (SAS) is based on the M-Chart.

Future uniformity developments in Sweden are most likely to follow the precedents now set. This means that some division along industry lines will probably continue.

IV

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ACCOUNTING UNIFORMITY FROM AN INTERNATIONAL VIEWPOINT

International discussion of the relative merits of uniformity is widespread and intense. To gain an overview of the arguments employed both pro and con, eight separate points are listed and described briefly for each side of the controversy. There is nothing significant about the choice of eight separate discussion items. This number was chosen completely arbitrarily and could have been enlarged without difficulty. Therefore, exhaustive treatment of the issues is neither attempted nor accomplished.

A. Alleged Advantages

One of the most often cited advantages of uniformity in accounting is the greater comparability it would afford among financial data of different enterprises and in different industries. It is said that greater uniformity would make security analysis more objective and would therefore assist in better allocation of economic resources among the users of capital. This line of reasoning is familiar to every reader of current American accounting literature and needs no elaboration here.

Kenneth Most seems to accept this argument \textit{a priori}. He begins his discussion of the advantages of a uniform chart of accounts by writing,

\textsuperscript{24} Linum, \textit{op. cit. supra} note 11, at 1.
Besides exercising a beneficial influence on the development of accounting theory and serving business economists in their comparative studies, the adoption of a standard or official chart of accounts for a particular trade or industry is of the greatest value to accountants in that trade or industry.26

Loore echoes this sentiment when he states that "accounting normalisation . . . [provides] a more efficient protection of the interest of third persons (shareholders, bondholders, bankers, suppliers, customers) by making the accountancy and financial documents more readable and comprehensible . . . ."27 Technically oriented discussions at times add the point that interfirm comparisons are more important than intrafirm consistency of reporting and detailed footnote disclosures in financial statements.

A second advantage of uniformity is asserted by claiming that it allows a more unified and more rational development of accounting theory. If accounting methods and procedures were securely established within a uniformity scheme, concern over accounting development could be directed more exclusively to theoretical matters. Only a minimum of attention would then have to be given to accounting methods and procedures, and the development of accounting theory could proceed more rationally because confusion over what is theory and what are methods and procedures would be greatly reduced. Furthermore, greater methods and procedures uniformity would foster more unified theory advances. As seen in the preceding quote from Most, he accepts this position without hesitation.

Another positive argument relates to the ease of initiating a new system of accounting and the improved transferability of accounting know-how and skills when personnel move from one firm to another. Again a quote from existing literature brings this into focus:

First, a good deal of preliminary discussion can be dispensed with, for the chief accountant can point to the recommendation of his trade association. Secondly, there is no necessity to work through one draft after another until a suitable chart is arrived at; the work is done once for all. Thirdly, the consequence of the general adoption of basically similar charts of accounts is that schools deal with them in their courses for bookkeeping students. The chief accountant can thus assume a certain familiarity with the technique on the part of his staff, which greatly facilitates the introduction of a new accounting system.27

This leads directly to a fourth advantage sometimes brought to bear. Training of accounting students could be coordinated more closely in that accounting curricula could be based on any existing uniformity scheme with the result of better technical preparation of students and greater immediate application of skills acquired during the educational process.
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Still another advantage to which attention is directed has to do with the collection of reliable national income statistics. Accounting data comprise a significant part of national economic statistics, and the collection of these data would be facilitated and their direct use enhanced if they were prepared on a uniform basis. This argument is particularly germane in the case of economically less developed countries. Their statistical methods are often limited by the availability of adequate resources, and they do not have the benefit of extensive trend series information for purposes of statistical corrections. Thus it is claimed that their need is especially great for correct current information that can be gathered easily and manipulated without complex data processing techniques and involved statistical methods.

Facility for national economic planning and control is the sixth advantage to be mentioned in the present enumeration. International accounting literature leaves little doubt that totalitarian systems have used uniform accounting to their advantage. This, it is asserted, has serious implications in our age of massive government regulation of economic processes, including pursuit of economic development goals as well as central efforts on behalf of economic stability. Singer states the first purpose served by a uniform system as follows: "to facilitate the planning of state [government] departments by supplying significant statistics based on uniform and known definitions." Loore singles out the factor of price control. He states that uniformity would materially assist with price control efforts in periods of economic stress, whether they involve wars, strikes, or long economic recessions. In any event, economic planning and control are major factors in international discussions of accounting uniformity.

The next item is the general proposition that uniformity would make for more equitable economic legislation, would better safeguard the public interest in economic affairs, and would allow more reasonable letting and administering of government contracts. More common costing rules would avoid relative advantages accruing to some individual firms from government orders. Labor negotiations would proceed on more factual bases, and possibly certain aspects of tax legislation could be improved if financial accounting were more uniform. Again assertions of this type appear relatively frequently in international accounting literature.

Finally, regional economic integration is said to benefit from accounting uniformity—with the European Common Market (ECM) usually cited as the most relevant example. The comment is made that the effectiveness of the European Coal and Steel Community would have been reduced greatly had it not been for some agreed-upon accounting uniformity among its members. Similarly, Euratom presumably depends on certain accounting uniformity principles. It is thought that
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the free flow of production factors between ECM countries and the integration of private firm financial policies necessarily requires a degree of accounting standardization.

B. Alleged Disadvantages

The first argument normally encountered in opposition to accounting uniformity is that it seeks to treat alike what are basically different—namely the various business activities and processes to be accounted for. Thus it is asserted that uniformity fundamentally runs counter to the actual nature of business. Here again we find that this thought process is well established in American accounting literature and therefore merits little additional space.

Certain technical points have their origins in experiences abroad and may thus be of interest. Singer relates, for example, that the cases of “mixed” undertakings created problems with uniformity in Germany:

Singer goes on to describe the special problems of vertically integrated firms that cut across several industrial activities but are accountable as a single enterprise.

A second line of argument rests on comparative analysis. The United States system of accounting flexibility is alleged to have developed farther than other systems in serving a broad securities market and the demands of a highly sophisticated financial community. Generally, American financial information reported to the public is comparatively more detailed, more comprehensive, and said to be more reliable than similar information available in other countries. Therefore, a disadvantage is imputed to uniform accounting on the basis of comparisons of actual or practical results achieved.

Third, uniform accounting is said to clash with the modern concept of managerially oriented accounting. Uniformity, it is argued, would find it difficult to accommodate propositions and techniques originating from business statistics, business economies, information systems considerations, and so on. Proponents of this premise assert that the frontiers of accounting lie outside the accounting discipline itself and that environmental factors will play an increasingly larger role in accounting development. They reach the conclusion that uniformity cannot properly serve expanded uses and purposes of accounting.

Another disadvantage attributed to uniformity is that it supposedly stultifies the development of accounting theory and practice by forcing it into a straitjacket. This
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INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

view has found expression variously. A relatively recent sample is available from the United Kingdom. Parker, in discussing the desirability of a uniform plan of accounting on a national or international scale, writes,

The dangers of such a project as they would appear to most British accountants are: (1) that the plan, if it was effective, would not be sufficiently flexible to accommodate varieties and changes of circumstances and to avoid forcing accounting into a particular mould in which it would tend to become unresponsive to the development of new ideas, new situations and new needs . . . 32

A related but somewhat different point is that accounting concepts and practices would be difficult to change under a uniformity scheme. Uniformity, it is claimed, could be effective only if arbitration and review procedures were made available, and the machinery for potential change would have to be so sizable and costly as to block needed changes or materially retard them. Furthermore, there would be general reluctance to change once a complete system had been installed and used by competitors and others. Uniform accounting required of American railroads may be regarded as an example of slowness or absence of needed changes once a uniform system has been put into operation.

Also cited as a disadvantage of uniformity is its costliness to smaller firms. Uniform plans are thought to favor the patterns of larger firms and thus often prove too elaborate for smaller enterprises. Furthermore, maintenance and change-over considerations are relatively more demanding in the small firm case. Describing the situation in Germany in November 1941, Singer relates, "It would appear that larger undertakings were by then using the model chart and plan but that a considerable number of the medium-sized and smaller undertakings both in industry and trade were slow in introducing the system." An analogous observation was offered earlier in connection with the French Plan. 34

Continuing this listing of alleged disadvantages, one finds mention of overemphasis, under uniformity, on the purely mechanical bookkeeping aspects of the accounting process. A uniform chart of accounts is in essence a mechanical device, and as such a device it is essential to all uniformity schemes. Therefore, the point is sometimes made that overconcern with accounting mechanics detracts from the more important aspects of theoretical considerations, professional qualifications, broadly based educational programs, and so forth.

Lastly, an international reservation against uniformity stems from the charge that if each country had its own rigid set of uniform accounting, accounting information would travel even less well between countries than is presently the case. In other words, there is concern that accounting should remain viable enough to adapt itself to the new demands of the international business community and should begin to

33 Singer, op. cit. supra note 3, at 27.
34 See note 21 supra and accompanying text.
embrace a global point of view rather than national orientations. National uniform accounting, it is said, is not conducive to a much needed international perspective of accounting.

C. Conclusions

The several arguments for and against accounting uniformity are not convincing for either case. Important constraints would seem to arise from each individual national accounting environment. There is much scope for additional study in this general area. The present symposium appears to be an important step in the direction of further serious study.

Actual experiences are also not an absolute guide to direct action. The United States system of relative flexibility seems to have produced results that are the envy of many theoreticians and practitioners abroad. On the other hand, the French experiment with rather rigid uniformity seems to have produced desirable results in that country. Present-day French accounting appears to be an important improvement over anything that ever existed in France before. The rather remarkable degree of voluntary acceptance of uniform accounting in France cannot be dismissed out of hand.

With this in mind, three general conclusions having a reasonable amount of support might be drawn:

1) Terminology for, concepts of, and approaches to uniformity differ widely. This paper supports the proposition that accountants generally refer to “uniformity” in many different contexts. Substantial misunderstandings prevail due to loosely defined notions of uniformity. Thus it is of utmost importance that precise definitions be used in uniformity discussions. It was pointed out that fundamental differences exist between various approaches to uniformity and between basic concepts of uniformity. In the absence of a common working ground little more than empty motion can be achieved.

2) Complete uniform accounting is undesirable. Despite its intrinsic intellectual appeal, complete uniform accounting seems unworkable in a complex industrial society that relies, at least in part, on economic market forces. Even the rigid systems operated in Germany and France had to allow for some leeway between industry groups and provide some independence among the traditional financial and cost accounting stratifications. Therefore, uniformity appears achievable only in terms of predetermined upper and lower limits of application. Complete uniform accounting in the abstract sense seems an impossibility in practice.

3) Industry group approaches to uniformity are most promising. The material developed in this article suggests that the most promising approach to uniform charts of accounts as well as uniform plans of accounting lies in industry-group-based endeavor. Branch or sectional orientation apparently has produced the most
acceptable results internationally. Even the most uniform of all accounting, Nazi Germany's mandatory system operated during World War II, was unable to rid itself of specific ties to different industry and trade groups. This has direct implications for the respective loci at which over-all accounting rules and specific accounting rules should be authoritatively determined.

V

ADDENDUM

The only international accounting organization with an active and continuous commitment to greater international accounting uniformity is the Union Européenne des Experts Comptables, Economiques et Financiers (U.E.C.). This organization has as its charter members professional accounting organizations from twelve Continental European countries. In 1963, similar organizations from the United Kingdom and Scandinavia joined the U.E.C.

The 1951 charter of the U.E.C. has reference to a goal of promoting greater uniformity among the accounting concepts and practices of its members. On this premise the First U.E.C. Congress (1953) had as its theme "Accounting Uniformity and Economic Integration." A permanent commission was set up to investigate the feasibility of a European Uniform Chart of Accounts. This commission has reported periodically on existing differences in U.E.C. member countries.

A first decisive move in the direction of a European Uniform Chart of Accounts came in the form of a technical session on this topic at the Fifth U.E.C. Congress (1964). Two technical papers were presented on behalf of a European Uniform Chart, and summarization and discussion of the papers followed. Since the proceedings of this latest U.E.C. Congress have not yet been published, further details are unavailable at the time of this writing.

U.E.C. commitment to the cause of accounting uniformity—uniformity in Europe, that is—illustrates yet another of the international dimensions of this problem.